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Fuji Xerox Enhances and Links its Cloud Services  
for Faster Decision-Making  
and Better Work Efficiency

Links Enhanced Working Folder and  
Scan Translation Service 
TOKYO, June 30, 2014 – Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd. has enhanced its cloud service functions of Working 
Folder and Scan Translation Service*1 to achieve improved convenience through further integration 
with the range of cloud services that the company offers. The enhanced functions of Working Folder 
will be available from July 1, and Scan Translation Service from July 2, 2014 respectively.  

Working Folder

Allowing an access to information anytime, anywhere, Working Folder enables users to send, receive 
and share document at offices or in mobile environment, and is the core service to access other cloud 
services that Fuji Xerox offers. It contributes to seamless utilization and distribution of documents 
that are used in group work within organizations or between corporations, facilitating collaborations 
to achieve swift decision-making and enhanced business efficiency. 

Information utilization through integrated cloud services 

To facilitate seamless communications*1, Fuji Xerox has integrated its cloud services – Scan 
Translation Service*2, Smart Promotion,*3 Net Print*4 and Public Print*5– as well as TeraStation 5400D 
Series, the corporate-use Network Attached Storage (NAS) service offered by Buffalo Inc.   
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With the enhanced linkage with Scan Translation Service, users can translate documents stored 
in Working Folder. As the translated document is automatically stored in the same folder as the 
original document, users do not need to download the translation results.  

The integration with Smart Promotion enables a single sign-on to the service through Working Folder, 
giving users seamless access to both services. Materials in Working Folder can be imported into Smart 
Promotion and the created promotional documents can then be shared through Working Folder. 
Business efficiency will be improved through coordination of the two services. 

As for the integration of Net Print and Public Print Service, users can print documents stored in 
Working Folder without downloading them on a mobile device. They can print them out from 
their mobile devices safely and quickly at a Seven-Eleven store where Fuji Xerox’s multifunctional 
device is installed, or other facilities equipped with multifunctional devices that support the 
Public Print Service. 

The integration with Buffalo Inc.’s NAS solution service using their TeraStation 5400D Series 
servers enables automatic synchronization of files stored in a specific folder in NAS on intranet 
with Working Folder. Users can directly access to the latest files on the NAS while they are on 
business visits or trips—just as if they were still in the office.

Additional functions to improve security and convenience

A function to deactivate an account to suspend login by a specified user has been added. This 
function can reduce the risk of information leakage without deleting the account when the user does 
not access his/her account for a long time, or if the account has sustained unauthorized access. 
Another new function notifies the administrator of low storage space in a cabinet by email, which 
helps the administrator to avoid encountering a sudden shortage of storage space.  

*1: Working Folder and Scan Translation are available in Japan and Asia-Pacific regions. Smart Promotion, Net Print, and Public Print 
and linkage with TS5400D server are only available in Japan. 

* 2: As the service is based on machine translation, the translation results may not be as accurate as user require. However, the 
translation accuracy can be improved by refining the dictionary, and it is recommended to customize the dictionaries. 

* 3: A cloud service that supports creating print materials for sales promotions. 
* 4:  A service enabling users to print files registered over the Internet at a Seven-Eleven store using a multifunction device. 
* 5: A service with which users can print files using a dedicated digital color multifunction device installed in a public space, such as a 

local governmental office, university, store, hotel, or café by uploading the file in advance from a PC or mobile device from an office 
or external site.  

Information on Working Folder: http://www.fxap.com.sg/product/software/cloudfolder/index.jsp

Scan Translation Service
Enabling faster understanding of documents in foreign languages through the cloud, Scan 
Translation Service facilitates global communications by streamlining the translation process when 
users need to grasp the gist of a document written in a foreign language to determine its importance 
or urgency, or to facilitate communications between people who speak different languages. 

Additional language—Thai—is available. 
In addition to translation between Japanese and English, Chinese (simplified and traditional), and 
Korean, as well as translation between English and Chinese (simplified and traditional), and Korean, 
translations from English*6 and Japanese into Thai are now available. The user interface*7 and 
operation manual also support Thai. 

*6: Some electronic documents can be translated from Thai to Japanese and from Thai to English. See the table below (Language 
Combinations Supported by Scan Translation Service) for details. 

*7: The UI language available on multifunction devices depends on the settings and configurations. 

Information on Scan Translation Service: http://www.fxap.com.sg/solution/cloud/cloud_solutions_scantranslation.jsp



Language Combinations Supported by Scan Translation Service 

Original and Target Languages (Δ indicates an important note) 

Original language 
Japanese English Chinese 

(Simplified)
Chinese 

(Traditional)
Korean Thai

Target 

language 

Japanese  *8 *8 *8 �*8 *9

English *8 *8 *8 �*8 *9

Chinese 
(Simplified) 

*8 *8

Chinese 
(Traditional) 

*8 *8

Korean *8 *8

Thai *8 *8

*8: Specialized dictionaries, user dictionaries, and word translation cannot be used. 
*9: Translation on a multifunction device and translation of DocuWorks documents are not available. When text data is converted 

into image, translation accuracy of a PDF document is low. 
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